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Keeps Your Plants Alive



People love to have gardens or atleast bunch of plants at their 
house. But it’s not so easy to remember when to water each plant 
when there are various types. And it is difficult to manage the 
plants for some people as they travel most. Design a reminder 
app that solves the problems in these both cases and which 
helps to keep the plants alive.
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Jenny, 30 y/o

Sales manager at Notion. She has a 8 
y/o kid, goes to school. She is tech 
savvy.

Research

User persona 1

Background
In a typical day, Jenny wakes up in the morning around 7 am, cooks breakfast and leaves to work around 8am. 
She comebacks to home by 6pm after a day long work. She is connected emotionally with plants, loves to grow 
plants and spend time in greenery to get relaxed. 

Goals
- She wants to water the plants based on the timing.
- She wants to know how much water to the plant and how often.

Frustrations
- She doesn’t remember which plants require the high amount of water and which require low as she has
  different plants in different rooms.
- Sometimes forgets to water the plant.
- She doesn’t have time to monitor the amount of water.



Experiences and Frustrations
- He always uses Google to know more about the plants.
- He asks his neighbours to water the plants when he plans to travel. They failed to water the plants as they too have
   busy schedules.

Harry, 28 y/o

Full stack developer at Invision ltd. He is 
single and stays in a gated community.

Research

User persona 2

Background
Being a tech savvy he uses mobile apps and internet for everything. He is new to plants and likes to grow plants 
in his apartment. He likes to travels whenever he gets free time or holidays.

Goals
- He doesn’t remember which plants are watered recently.
- He wants to know more about the plants.
- He wants to find the other resources to water the plants.



Research

Competitive analysis

I looked at some apps in the Play Store, noticed the following apps which are closer to solve the given problems. I compared the features and 
functionality of those apps. Available reminder apps: Vera, Plant Care Reminder, Waterbot, and Plantr. Other apps: Graden manager, 

Vera Plant Care Reminder Waterbot Plantr

Reminder ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Plant identification       ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖

Community       ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖

Plants need attention ✅✅ ✅ ✖



Research

Play store reviews

Vera Plant Care reminder



Research

Play store reviews

Waterbot Plantr



I forget to water the plants in my busy day schedules.

Analysis

Use cases

I have plants in different in rooms. 

I don’t know all the plant names and basic info.

I travel most often and I’ve the community to seek help.

I’ve various type of plants. Don’t have enough knowledge 
to take care of them.

I’ve 25-30 plants to manage at home.



Analysis

Features matrix

Must have Good to have Scope

Add new plant Room-wise plants Fertilize

Plant identification Plants - wiki Prune

Reminder (Notifications) Data backup Smart plants (IoT integration)

Custom schedule Watered history Sunlight tracker

Community Calendar (show scheduled days)



Ideate & Concept

Task flow



Design
principles

- Minimalistic

- Straight & required information

- Easy to use interactions

Ideate & Concept



Ideate & Concept

Moodboard & Inspiration



Design

Wireframes

Add a plant flow

Home screen Add plant Capturing & identifying 
the plant

Identified plant details 
& recommended water 
schedule

Schedule editing Added plant will show up 
in Garden (My plants) 
screen



Design

Wireframes

Add a plant flow

Community screen displays the 
list of groups in those user 
joined.

Chat kind of interface will be 
perceived as more 
personalized inside the group.

When user is not part of any groups.
User can join nearby groups or existing 
groups. Nearby groups will helpful in 
participating the activities and getting help 
from the members.



Design

Visual design



Splash screen
Parna - means greenery in Sanskrit



User can add the plants from both home screen and my plants.

Add a plant



Plant identification

Solving

- Too many steps to add a plant in the existing apps.

- I’m new to plants. 
- I’ve various type of plants. Don’t have enough knowledge
   to take care of them.
- I want to know more about the plants.



- I want to water the plants based on the timing.

- I want to know how much to water/ how often.

- I don’t have enough knowledge to take care of them.

Watering recommendation

Solving



Everyday’s reminder

Solving

- I want to water the plants based on the timing. 

- I want to know how much to water/ how often.



Plants catalogue

- I have plants in different in rooms.

- I’ve 25-30 plants to manage at home.

Solving



Design

Prototype
https://youtu.be/qQKr8wLz6tE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQKr8wLz6tE
https://youtu.be/qQKr8wLz6tE


Thank you


